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Captive on Captiva: the t~a~~sttip Conference Fiasco
Kimber Sharp _
__
1
'
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_ "What's all this hype about abusr
-you ask.
t
To tell you the complete bus ordeal, f·
which wasn't all that wonderful; rn have
to explain what I was doing on a·bus to
begin with;
All club/o-rganization presidentsand
vice- presidents ai:e required to attend
___ theStudentLeaden.hipConference._Not
_attending meant that·you mid te>'relin-

could never have survived this trau, matic experience. , -_
The conference-was being held on Captiva,_ which is an island off the westem coasfof Florida; I'm not sure to this
' day why we had to travel. all those miles
t9·do something we could have done
_ right here. It sure can make one wonder
whether we; the student leaders, were
, getting a nice "mini~vacation," or if it had been prepared for others.
·_The_ departure was_ sef:tof 12:3.0
- ~ p:m·.· Friday morning, as we were. tQ
"' artfve in Captiva arofuld 3:30 p.m.: The -
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Ever Try a
LISTSERV?
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Develop "Polaris Savvy"
with our ListServ tips
on. Page-13!

•••••••••••••
·Expez:1. insighl.
_an. this
fascina.in-c:featy,re ·_
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_-thing' was mandatory. It doesn't seem
right, does it?
-- By- definition; the Student Leadership Conference is held annually to initiate the incoming presidents and vice
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.
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mini-truck, and theNi>va-bus. We left on
peers~ anctgE1t-af~wworkstlop$~Hng; ··. time as scheduled;' but as we would an
with "leadership," tc>Q. ·
find out; that was thaonly thing that was
My compao_ior:t on this,~rip" was the done by the published schedule!
eccentric Kim Dinkel,presideot~ndsole _Okay, we' re on the road, heading
founder of Nova's chapter. Amrtesty
(Pleas~ turn to the second page)
International, without whosehum9r f
_.
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Jolts of Chaos from Arizona
If It's AU in the Pac:kaglng-, Tben Why D-oes It Matter?

can

design and unconventional
and l
bottle sizes contribute to the unique
A casual- trip to the local 7-11 packaging.
_
I
store will reveal a whole universe of
__ Jolt Cola ("Twice the Caffeine"),,
ready~to-drink beverages with out.;. the alleged "_beverage of choice" of tlandish names such as Chaos, Jolt, computer programmers, recently S
and Arizona.
appeared in. the film Jurassic Park. ·Arizona? Well; it's outlandish - Ifs also reappeared in local stores,
since it hails from Arizona but· the after a hialuswrnch gave the illusion
·fine print reads arooklyn, New York. that it was a fad which sparked and
Chaos is simHijtly displaced. Ifs· vanished. New Di~t Citra, Cola, a
_ produced in North Caronna for a .. temoo.;lime, ·<fouble-caffeine,_soda,
-_-, P_etroit~based con1pany. _ __ -. _.- -isal~prod~byJolt~~ecf
-,-_, ' ;'These ~inconSistenCie& add ·ro- better d~s for . , .uS$l.to be a
· --:. 'IT;lance to prodllcts trying so-hard to : o,1e-~·e9mpan.,:- _______ ._ - _-_ Chaos' new Cinnamor, Spies JcsdTea.
• --distinguishthemselvesfromtheBig-- --~- Arizona.JcecfTea,,andJ..emon-- -majorstoressuchasPublix. Lemon,
_,-_;:~fm-,thatconvenience-store ·ade;.;verynicely-.pa~dJfr.µ,ksln _raspbeny, tropical,.peach, and diet .Coke; Pepsi, and• notoJ'k)usly huge cans -or botttesi
their spawn. ' Eye-catching graphic occupy substantial shelf space at
(Please turn to "the back cover)
Jason Domasky
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obiter dicta •••
Then he said, "Hey, guys! This place cost Nova $250 aroom!"
(Continued from the front cover)

for Captiva. About half an hour into our
trip, we stop. ft appears that the radiator
tube burst on one of the vans. Everyone
from the broken van climbed aboard the
bus, and we headed out again.
About ten minutes later the bus then
pulled into a desolate, little Emergency
Stopping Area. I was reasonably
alarmed, as was my colleague. As we
peered out the window to see what in the
world was going on, we all noticed what
appeared to be a swarm of mediumsized alligators in the canal right beside
us.
I don't want to tell a fishing tale, so I
will tell you that there was a tiny railing

which separated the alligators from their
dinner. However, if the alligators had
wanted to come closer and check out
the action, there was nothing preventing
them from doing so.
Kim and I were in the last seat, so
we could actually open our window. We
saw our counterparts, namelythe WNKR
radio staff, inspecting the problem. So
we opened up our window, and asked
The Desert Fox (a.k.a. James Reinlieb,
see upper cover photo) what was wrong.
Chris Mohall, Station Manager for
WNKR (plug plug), stated that the bus
was-get this-OUT OF OIL!
The people from ABM, or the Physical Plant, would later state that it was an
"electrical problem." However, I tended
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The Knight is the official student newspaper of Nova University. All university members are
encouraged to submit advertisements, art, articles, bulletins, editorials, fiction, personals, photography, poetry, story ideas, suggestions, or anything else they
desire.
The Knight office is located at
the main campus of Nova University, Fort Lauderdale, on the sec~
ond floor of the Rosenthal Student Center, in room 208.
You may telephone The
Knight at (305) 452-1553, any
time.
The opinions expressed in
The Knightdo not reflect the opinions of Nova University or anyone associated with Nova University.
Every individual or group
speaks for himself, herself, or itself. The Knight is not responsible for the opinions of persons
or groups printed herein.
The Knight staff reserves the
right to edit or to exclude any
submitted materials at The Knight
staff's discretion.

to believe Chris-as did MANY of us
stranded leaders. Chris, a serious mechanic in his off-hours at WNKR, didn't
have anything to lose by being an honest evaluator of the situation.
Anyway, as we soon found out, no
one on the staff was even prepared for
an emergency like this. None of the
coordinators had a phone, a walkietalkie, or anything!
Stephanie Castonguay and Mike
Mansfield took control of the situation.
She got in a van and went off in search
of help, and he stayed behind to keep us
all from knocking the bus over.
Brad Williams, the Director of Student Life, pulled up to the problem almost an hour later. Everyone was dehydrated, sweating, tired, thirsty, bored,
and getting more irritated by the minute.
My Amnesty cohort and I hung out
in the WNKR vehicle, which was driven
by the ever humorous Anthony Dominici,
Business Manager for THE KNIGHT
and '\'NKR Radio.
Needless to say, we sweated on the
side of the road for almost three hours,
at which time another bus FINALLY
made it to the scene of the accident.
Being one for always imagining
worst-case scenarios, I was wondering
what kind of geniuses put this trip together? No one had any way to phone
for help, or anything! Oh yeah, someone had a phone, but it wasn't charged.
The people who organized this extravaganza of problems should be incredibly thankful that someone did not
faint or need medical assistance in any
way! There were no drinks, no air conditioning, no shade, and absolutely no
way to call for help! I guess the leadership conference should have been for
them!
I honestly do not think that any one
of us "shanghaied leaders" would ever
plan a trip involving more than 61 people,
and not have a way to deal with a simple
problem, such as a bus breakdown.
Stephanie finally arrived with help
and we were able to make it to Captiva
around 6:30 p.m.
The rest of the weekend was pretty
standard. Workshops which were mainly
ways to pass the time. I didn't really get
insight to that much, only that every
lecturer, with the exception of Elizabeth
,and Sandi Frazier, told us to •delegate,

Captiva's REAL treasures: the WANKER guys!

delegate, delegate." I was REALLY
bored!
The last night was the only relaxing
night. With the help of our shared counterpart, Anthony Dominici, who had access to a van, the
council (WNKR
and THE KNIGHT Newspaper) and Shaji
Eapen, were able to escape from that
hellhole they called "an oasis."
We tried going to the Mucky Duck; it
was closed. We then tried the Bubble
Room; also closed. Geeez! It was only
10 p.m. and I was beginning to feel as if
I were visiting my grandmother. You
know, where everyone eats dinner at
three in the afternoon, and goes to bed
at six in the evening?
The ever helpful staff of the Bubble
Room sent us to the Lazy Flamingo. I
tell you, between Lazy and Pink, I've
had enough of flamingos. Maybe.
The Lazy Flamingo was an interesting bar. It looked really tough, but we
actually fit in. Especially with Brady
Decker (another WNKR guy) doing his
crazy, screaming routine. But I'll say no
more ... it was fun!
Well, the next morning we were told
to be ready to leave promptly at 9:30
a.m. We were ready; but again, the
buses weren't.
We all waited for two more hours
until they arrived. They actually had the
nerve to send back the Nova bus! Sure,
they rented another scroungey bus, but
STILL!
I chose the Nova bus. I mean, what
are the odds that it'll happen twice?
Well, needless to say, in Nova style,
the bus broke down AGAIN!
We were all forced to squish into the
other bus. Now this ranks as one of the
most disgusting experiences in my life!
This bus was the driving definition of
squalid! The seats were wet, there were
some seats with no padding-only
springs, garbage on the floor (and NOT
from the leaders, they didn't even have
time to make a mess like this!), there
was NO AIR CONDITIONING, and no
way to open any windows. To top that
off, the entire bus absolutely REEKED
of urine!
If this is what Nova University is
providing for their precious student leaders, I will have to see whatthey are going

sec

(Continued on Page Ten)
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Speed Chess
with the Gators

... our humble opinions

The Captiva Conference: Waiting for Refreshments at Mile Marker 100
Patricia Robinson
I never believed in superstitions,
omens, or jinxes, but as a result of
this past weekend conference, I now
have a new appreciation for the ideas
generated from them.
We were all set for a great weekend at the annual Nova University
Student Leadership Conference
(SLC), which was being held at
Captiva Island, on the west coast of
Florida.
All the "student leaders" were
enjoying a nice lunch in the private
dining room of the Rosenthal Cafeteria. Introductions were completed
and Brad Williams, the Director of
Student Life, was prepping us to
load the bus and vans.
"This has NEVER happened to
us in all the trips we've taken! We
are all set to go and are 20 minutes
ahead of time. We are going to be
A

right on schedule!"
This prompted wild cheering from
all the SLC participants!
· That's when it all started to
crumble. · Also, let me remind you
that we were leaving on Friday the
13th.
With 61 Student Leaders attending this years conference, the largest group since the SLC began four
years ago, we loaded up the Nova
University bus and three vans.
Wepromptlyleftthecampusright
on schedule at 12:30 p.m. and
headed down Alligator Alley. It wasn't
too long before the leaders in my van
(driven
by
David
Nurbin,
N.A. T.U.R.E.) began to smell smoke.
It wasn't our van because all the
gauges registered fine. However,
. when we reached the toll plaza we
had to pull off the· side of the road.
The first van (driven by Maruquel
Pinel, Best Buddies) had overheatert

DISPATCH FROM

MAGAZINE

Mr. loafs Wil~. WiM Ri~e
Coming This Christmas from Disnamax
When independent-film distributor Miramax Films was bought in late April by
the Walt Disney Company, Variety wondered "how a traditionally conservative
company like Disney will live with Miramax's often racy and controversiai
films." Others in the industry have voiced the concern that Miramax, which has
brought us sex, lies and videotape, Paris Is Burning and The Crying Game, will lose
its edge, becoming "Disneyfied. 0 On the other hand, maybe it's Disney that
needs to watch out.
Beauty and the Beast: Beauty learns to

love the Beast despite his appearance,
bui: the Beast is horrified when he
discovers that Beauty has a penis.
Sister Act : The convent is scandalized
when the sisters find out that Whoopi
Goldberg is not really a nun and that
she has a penis.
Aladdin: Aladdin realizes that Princess
Jasmine likes him for who he really is
and that she has a penis.
Pretty Woman: Richard Gere fi1lls in
love with wrong-side-of-the-tracks

Julia Roberts but learns that she has a
penis.
The Little Mermaid: Ariel wishes she had
legs. The prince wishes Ariel didn't
have a penis.
Snow White : The Seven Dwarfs adore
and respect Snow White and so never
.guspect that she has a penis.
Lady and the Tramp: The Tramp is
delighted to discover that Lady has a
penis but horrified when he realizes her
testicles have been removed.
-Daniel Radosh

.

t

i

i.t

and had to be retired atthe toll booth. t
·· Okay, no big deal. This certainly f
wasn't a problem.
The students from that van
climbed on the bus and we continued down the Alley once again.
It is now 1:00 p.m. and we are
still making pretty good time. The
next thing everyone in our van noticed was that the bus is pulling off at
the rest area at Mile Ma~er 38 (ten
miles from the toll plaza).
I then said to the crew in the van,
"The bus probably overheated and
they are going to cram everybody
into the two remaining vans." I didn't
realize then how close to the truth I
was!
The bus had been leaking oil and
the automatic shut off switch automatically shut off.
Now we were stopped on Alligator Alley, with a broken down bus,
alligators coming close to check out
all the excitement on land,
and 65 students and Student
Life employees standing in
the blazing sun at 1 :1 O p.m.
Stephanie Castonguay
and the bus driver took our
van to go find a phone and
some help. The rest of us
waited, and waited, and
waited. However, we did not
let precious time go to waste.
The radio was hauled out
and music started pumping.
The guys from the soccer, rugby, and baseball
teams played a little football
(until it flew into the gatorinf ested canal). Others
played hackie-sac, and some
"student leade.rs" used this
time wisely to become friends
with unfamiliar faces.
The van behind ours
(driven by Anthony Dominici,
WNKR Radio and THE
KNIGHT Newspaper) contained the food and drinks.
However, after waiting half
an hour in the blazing sun, he

NATURE Boy hoists his "beverage."

decided it was best to take the food
on ahead because the hamburgers
were cooking.
About 45 minutes after the breakdown, Brad Williams drives by in the
Student Life truck. He notices the
bus, but almost too late. Having to
back up on the exit road, he made it
just in time.
All the students were gradually
becoming dehydrated. Luckily, the
truck had apple and orange juice on.
board.
This was refreshing. Now if
Stephanie would just return with
some help we would be very happy.
Shortly after Brad met up with
us, Richard and Bradley from A.B.M.
arrived on the scene. I don't know if
they were supposed to fix the bus or
what, but they had a phone in their
truck and called finally called for
help.
It is about 100 degrees out on
Alligator Alley witti no shade and a
very slight breeze. A few minutes
later we notice a Highway Patrol car
heading east. He turns around and comes to
us with great gifts! He has-brought
Stephanie back with two coolers filled
with cold water and sodas!
"We were doing over a hundred
all the way," says Stephanie. "I
couldn't stop smiling."
We thank Officer Paige and he is
on his way. Latest word is that two
replacement buses will be here in 20
minutes. So what do we do with our
time now?
(Please turn to page five)
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Thongs:and"Tables;'' ARising Disappointment

r .:!$.. t
impressions
E=" i

Kim Dinkel··

;frayed as sexual. objects or as they her as if she is some sort of table. Sarah Polo ,
were referred to in the movie, The qther woman deals with the
At Nova, so far, my major chal· Rising Sun seems tobe a movie "America's resotfrces."
1
beverage,· but I'll leave that to your
lenge has been-to meet new people~
. which, in the timeof an economi·c
ConsideronescenewhereJohn imagination.
recessjon·, plays -.cm America's. fear Connor(Sean Connery) and Lt. Web
Even after the· cops .bust in, one I am good at talking .and listening,
that the Japaneseare gaining con~ Smith(WesleySnipes)enteraJapa- of the two women jumps onto Lt. but meeting new people is usually a
trol of our economy: ·
· ·
nese mistress' home.Jo further their Smith's back and starts acting like a little hard.
· At the time olJhe movie's re- investigation.
wild banshee .. She screams, kicks,
I did not really want to. come to
lease, Clinton· was': persoojHy . apThis mistress is wearing a silky bites, thrashes her head around, and Orientation this week,"but I did, and
pealing to·the Artje.rican: -~ople to robe partially draped over her bare · just.basically goes crazy.
I am glad that I did. '. I went to· the
. supporthis·econ()ffljtptan:)tWa$.a chest, and a tiny pair of underwear;
. Sara is the murdered female . cookout and Nova Olympics on Montime for"r~flying th~troops~;mpwhat As Lt. Smilh tal~s to her, she is sitting character the movie revolves around. day. evening, and met many new
getterwaythantci'.>{ .........
Throughout the people at tt)ese events.·· ·
I am a commuter and live about
;~~;:.t~~~ya~~,~ £~SJ'!9aring
Of
thong_ SO
an angle fiom
:~~e :~ sehee~ twenty minutes from Nova; so I had
-self-interest?
,.;.:t+
_ , . ..
spiaw~ed out on · to force myself to come. Once .1 got
(There are notmany mo.Jies thaJ open-legged on the bed, ·and the a conference table, .while an un- here I had reasons to stay. The
i watch that I wanti:Qet up$Jldwalk camera then focuses directly on her known man has sex with her and. games at the. cookout
were great,
.
out-on. Unfortuoijtely,c RJ#,g.Sun crotch as she massages.·her inner apparently kiUsher py asphyxia~
wasoneofthem.J{_;· ..
;;, '
. thighs.
Asphyxiaislackofoxygentothe
The .movie i~~lf is ~remely
lnanotherscene, Eddie is enjoy- brain, in this case. caused by consexually graphicJQt._only ~!;.A" rat- ing himself with two nude women in stricting a person's wind pipe to .
. Jng. I was su,prisij;Ut waa,~otrated · the living room. as Lt. Smith an.Q his heighten the sensation of sexual
as NC-17. Ther,i~n·t a;wornan's police captain, Tom Grahm (Harvey pleasure.
body part.thaj's,ot,tlmits · ...
:~··~~·~~~~~
.· For action and susto the camera .::and I · · :
pense fans, this movie
-.
'\-i'·:·:'."'.
·emphasjze it's t!j:e 'fe•.· ·
wilt probably provide a
male, noHl1e m@.i;; •. ·.. '.:
lot of.• entertainment.

,:i, ·. • . . . . .·.
some ijpe Japanese

. The

~e audience sees

behind.

only sh~ '.of)

:with enjoyed the movie,

male skin is when,t;ddie ··
~akamura:
.(Carry"'.
Hiroyuki Tagawat fafl"'.
gages. in sex with; two
women and he gejs up
to run·• away frorp .tfle
cops. Heis wearillg
some type of Japanese .
· thong so the audierfoe .

and felt it.wasn't overtly and the students were great. There
sexistor anti-Japanese . were many}rienqly upperdas~me11
..for that
to tatk·to,.·who.seemed glad to .be·"
Unfortunately, my there to help the freshmen make a
thoughts differed, and I transition .into tl')eNova lifestyle.
.
think the message that
Theri in my~GJasses, I have met ·
is hidden, or not so hid- . new frien_d$ and professors. I am
den, frorn the al1dience glad I chose Nova lJniversity, for its
overshadows its enter- small, homey atmosphere. I just
tainment value.
hope that I become -good friends
with all the new individuals I have
Kim Dinkelpvts togetherThe Knight's · met.

m~uer; .

t.=====================--

sees an .ang1e: frQm-behind.
Keitel} watch · before they arrest
Contrast this rpale role with that Eddie. . ..
of the femaJes; .411 the female 'charOne woman is lying on her back
· · acters in ttli~'.movie s~em to -~e por-. on the floor.with food placed all over

Quote Komer for each issue.

. The Knight's Knotoriou-s Quote Korner .
Every. man is a <:iamn fool
for at. least five ~;~inutes
every day. ·Wisdom consists
in.not exceeding thelimit.
-EibertHubbard, TheRoycroftQic-'
tionaryandBookofEpigrarns, 1923.
· ·~
. The p~oblem."with.any un· written J!Law,<is. thAt: ypu
1
don't kn.-w wher-e. to go 'to
er<lse it_. ·
, -GlaserandWay

. · The optimist proclaims
Foot-impelled bi-direc- singing about toilet paper.
that ~e live in the best of tional .. vertical. transport -R. Serling
all possible worlds; and asset.
the pessimist fears this is-·Staircase,as.definedbyttieU.S.
snacktrek, ri.:· Thepecutrue.
Army
·
·. · ·
·
· ..· liar habit, · when searching
~ames Bran.ch Cabell; The Silver
. : for a · snack, of constantly
Stallion,J926.
It is . difficult to pro-· returning to the ,refrigeraduce a televisi,-on-. documen- tor,in hopes.t~ something
· "J3Qm};)eckl.s --·~ule of Medi;- taryt. that1.d:.s<bcith' incisive new wil.f\ciiavet.materialiietl.
cine: ·N~er_-go to a doctoi' and''~:tobirt~f~h'.~~,~~~rytwel~e -·RictiHaJI; Sntg/ets'~ ·
.
w:hose . office plants have minutes one. is interrupted
·
·
·
died.
: + by ·twe).v~, dancing ,.rabbits · <_....Compiled by Ki,n:Otnkel .
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NATURE
BOY!',,Wt,0000!
. · .. ·.
>«
. . .·. . . ,
. Go N. U.T.S•. .. ,

The Outsider's.
s o c i e t v .

.

-

'

The Outsider's Society isanorganiza- - ••
The Nova
•
tion (or women. Its title originates from •
. · . >
•
VirginiaWoolf.whocalledfora"women'.s • ·
·University··
•
culture.. to"encouragethedevelopmentofa· : Theatrical Society :
. women'sethicthatisholistic,anti-militaris:. : {N.U~T.
.• S_.) is. looki.n
. ·g· :
· ·tk.s and life-affnming:·•
for hard-working :
A newly formed group. it invites both :
women and men tojoin: Its purpose 1s to •
students 10 help
:
·addressissuesa:ndproblemsrelatingtogen- : ·
design and
•
der-.and identity, particularly. as they are _ :
construct the sets
expressed on the university campus.
•
.
'
•
The Outsider's Society also promotes :
. needed for OU r
:
awarenessofotberpressingissuesrelevant • · various theatrical
•
to women.
.. . .
.
: ._
pr,OQ\JCtion$.
!

(Continued fr-om page tht'.(?fl)

known "NATURE BOY! whoooo'').
played a few rou'r,dsofspeed chess.
Some. people feed the gators and
fish, and still Others are talking and
taking pictures.
.
.
· Heyt Is that a bus in the dis-.
tance? Yes!
.
.

I tfiink you\know what is next.
Yes, !W,o hou~tater, at 11 :30 a;m.,
the buses arriV,e.• The Nova Univer~
sity :bus is fbce'd and ;they brought
another·chart~{bus. '
.... ·
So:we loacJ:µp, head out and are
on o~t~~yba¢~,toNovatohelpwith

aim~ccorofug to the Spring 1992 issue of
INTERACT, a pub)ication of Amnesty Intemational: - " ...many governments persis- gender roles, and expectations are a just a
tendyrefusetorecognizethattapeandsexual few of the topics discussed.
·abuse -by government agents. are ~'Crious
. For more information. contact Tracy
human rigJits violation~...••
.
·Cardello. President, al (305.) 345-4292. or
: The OuJSider•s Society st;eks ways to Dr. Kate Waites Lamm, Advisor. (e~mail
address any and all 'issues of concern to username "lalrim'') at 47~-7582.
students; Date rape, discrimination, oom- * Quotations frpm 'Josephine Donovan.
FEMINrSTTHEOR)"
.
munication problems betwe~n the sexes.

.- ·
.

,

~~~~'."6~ca=:e
, s;·.

I

·

-

But there .it goes...false al~rm,
wrong pharter. Go back to your .
playing.
.
.
Finally at .3: 10 p.m., two hours
later, one bus arrives. It is a Florid.a
Outback Safari ,our bus! Everybody
shares in.the trafisferof luggag~ and
coolers to the. bus and hops on.
·-Fifteen minutes later aoother
SafaribuspasseS,tlleexitan~:fhasto
.· ;:>ull a "Bradisn," by backingi:up

I

.•

·c1 b)

_onthee.xitr9ad. Afewpeopleget ·

.<>>· ·

..

.·••r{:

i:·

:cc.,•,.

The driver uies to find the wiper switch and accidenWw turns

Contact Bari . ·:
Grossmc;in at (305) •
452,;,633_6 f.o_··.. t fu.· rther •.
:
details.
!
19
•• • • • • • • • ! e. • • • • • • • • ~
:
•.

',,

TomJ;s~ng ~::eball),s!nd ~ick
DiGiallon.· ard.o ··(R.ug.by .and well

rece!:1!::::::s!:maSC:::pe~~ :
women, now taking place iil BosniaHerzegovina.forinstmice;apu!ll5hablewar

' .

weeke.nd wer~/'Have .your things .
k.}..,..· -d ···''dy t ~ d
th
w~
l~~vin~
prom,pt_:ly. at 9:30
.•. a.m." •
.

R - 11 S f • .(.Ch

!-

·.'/(;:· .......' .
.~/.
' Brad's closing words on tl'te
)

'

~l:~e powerto the bus,
!'. •.

" .

,

·,

-

the Orientatidnfactivities. Out bus
got jti,$toutst?i:ihe first tpll plaza
wherftne chatter bus pulis over. "~fagain~pould be h~ard from
manyJnouthSfiHowever, the drivei:
justwapted tol<Jlow if We should ~top
at th~Jpdian ie.~ervation for food or
whatever.
·"(''- .
we a;caalready late. They
can ~Jf' says/Mike Mansfield, Directdrof Rect~tionafSports.

~N9,

$9! t~e

~,ap~r bus takes

off.

-.. - -·, ··, ,·
,

': :. !:1!_·-~;11ff~~iL"<!)<'fili•,;f~~~\ti~~~r~~~~~,.,=ri~~~::j~~t~~=:~~~~~~~
• ·
, ..
iweryone's happy.
matic' shut off·switch, again! ,
Fifteenmiriutesdowntheroad
Ttlistime-itsimplyoverheated.
Pl77 4 a•- SUBS
we run into a heavy downpour. But the charter bus· driver did not

NO\-V 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU -

. The oriver of my,bus tries to find · noUce we werEt not behind him until
the wiper switch and accidentally a mne c1nd a half up the road. .
tumsoffthepowertothe bus. We -··
Tfje bus ttieo·had to pull off the
~veto come to a ~r:hplete stop side qlthe road·and back:.up until he
before she can start if again~ : . reaches the N9va bus. Itis now 1:00 ·
Now~ not only are we already p.rril~nd we af~_at Mile. Marker 1OO;
three hours behind schedule, but
·. \/,/~ -then hacJ to transfer the lug- these tour buses can. nottravel gage;"and coql~rs and load everyfaster than 50 m.p.h;. That is body,.9nto o~_bus. It was overgoingtomakethetnpevenlqnger. crowded and uncomfortably hot. But,
WE MADE fff We: reach theyJ11anage¢f,:t6 fit everybody on .'Tween Waters, Captiva •~land at the. bus and g~home safely at 3: 15_
·s:'13 p.m.,Friday the ·13tht .
p.m~r•, . }:(
·
. . ·•
.
You thoughtthatwas the end
-. When- we{~rnved on the Nova
of the mishaP$1 ·
.
C,:tJ"f!~.s manjpf us fel~ like kissing
Let me tell you that after a thegr:ot.mdl
truly wonderful weekend, filled
.... ·
· · .,,
·
with fun. food, workshops and
RobiHspn just loves them
more FUN (~nd the student lead-· Bradisinsl · ·9:
·
ers know what ,1 mean by this r.=~:,~.,-··-~··.,~·~~~~~~~~
one); .we had our "grac:Juation
}\' ( Iii theJast isSlle,
ceremonyl .. _· · ..
· - jlif!Je, Knlgt,t omitted the ·
· This breakfast"graduation• on
•eof Eledrlcihia4i'Jedniaks ~
Sundaymomlngwentasplanned,
. ·,,, ( I E E E ) .
however,· a.few student readers·
f~fu: the
Club~· 1tst Stephanie weren't abfe to
c,f
guys/
make it outof bed.
··

tt.

Pa(dcia

and

•¢ahipus

Sorry,

.
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Academic Support_
Center's Calendar
'for September 19~3
··Language Acts center Workshop Series·
T~2
. 5-p 9 ·Memoly &Conceim'ation 10-11 am.
TBA
TBA
8ep 14 Lecture
2:30,3:30 p.m. T-3
Sep.15 ·Note-ta!rPJ
, •8ei> 20, ~ (Ef9ish Sldffs) 4-6 pm. , · T-1
10-Ham.
T-2
Sep21 APA lmlments .
4-6p.in.
T-1
Sep 22 CLAST(Essay)
Sep 23 Cl.AST {Readng)
4-6p.m~
T-1
T-1'
Sep 'l7 CLAST.(Engish Skins) 4-6p.m.
Sep 29 CLASTfEssay} .
4-6pm.
T-1
. Sep 30 CLAST(Reading)
4-6 p.ni.
T-1

Join the Poetry Circle
The Poetry Circle of Nova· University was established to foster and
support the poetic talents of Nova's ·
students. The club meets for bi· ·
weekly workshops to give.members
the opportunity to read, . critique and ··
Letters Robert Frost, 1964.
revise their .own work-to experi.;
"Poeiry isthejoumal of asea animal living on land, wanting enc~ the creativ~ -process. • ·
lo t1y in the air. Poetry is asearch forsyllablestoshootatthe
For more information, contact
barriers of lbe unknown and the unknowable. Poetry is a Secin Heiss, the President of the
pbaotomscript telling bow rainbows are made and why they Poetry Circle, at (305) 472·7491 (ego away."
mail username "heisss") or Dr.
_:cart Sandburg, "Poetry Consid· Suzanne Ferriss (e~mall usemame
ered, "Atlantic Monthly, March, 1923. "ferriss").
"Poetry is the renewal of words forev~ and ever.
Poetry is that by which we live forever and ever linjaded.
Poetry is lbat by which the world is never old."
-Robert Frost, letter to R.P. T. Coffin,
2124138, in Thompson~ ed., Selected

of

· Shan,,s C:,r, Us.?

·Kimber Sharp
In the last issue of THE KN/GHT(Volume IV,
Issue I) a section entitled "Whafs Whei's? A Nsw

Studsnfs Guids to Important Places on Nc,va's
, Main Campu,,• along with a list of "Important
Phons Numbers" was Pl,lblished.
It has most recently come to my attention,
. thanks to those devout readers that sent in correc- .
tio,,s, that a few of the mentioned locations and .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - -

Fal.l Term Specialty Classes at .the Oceanographic Center for
M . B. I
.
ar1ne _ 10 ogyand Coa_stal Zone Management

. telephonenumberslistedwere.intact,incorrecl

Pl•• .not• th• following ~rr11ctions:
M8ito,anHPIIWfgodBuadng·
.
Nova Clinic, Nova Computer Center,<:f
TechnologyCenter,CentertorPsychologicalStudies

PrHidenrs Office (Dr. Stephen F~i:°:."~~
dent Lounge, Mailman Auditorium, classrooms
(third floor)
Mailman #309 (movkl room), dassrooms
(the mysterious fourth floor)

Computer Majors Center

M@ilroao EIDlilY Centac
(all floor space)
Family Center only

"Modular Building§" (next to Padw(Facqybac
.
Building)·
NC-SSSS Building
.
Math, Science & Technology Department,
Liberal Arts Department (headed by Dr. Stuart
Homf), Behavioral Saenc:e Department, School
for Social and Systemic Studies, and Family Systems Medcine
The telephone numb• for the Athletics 0.

partmentwu also inaccurately recorded. At
present time the number la (305) 475-7345.

THE KNIGHT apologizes for any
inconvenience the prior posting may
. have caused. All information ·used in
that article was gleaned from the most

recent orH:Smpasbrochures, handouts,
and map informatk>n.

. · In light ofthis fact, perhaps a more
updated informational packet should
be made readily available for new students. Thank You.

.

·

.

_

ih'a

Master's degree specialities avaiiatile at
Nova l!niversity Oceanographic Center (Dania, FL) are: M_arine
B(ologyand Coast11l Zone Management: Many cou~es are also of interesuo teachers for recertification.
FALL 1993 TERM evening classes begin during the week of September 27, 1993 and continue through
the week of December 17, 1993 (12 weeks). FALL TERM offerings are:

POLICY IN COAST~ ZONB SYSTEMS (CZM'l'-0800) (first class.
meets THURSDAY, September 30) - This course will cover
what are lately ·considered the most appropriate
Marine· Biology and Coastal Zone Management students.
strategies for managing coastal envirorunents. Cour~e
The course will cover fundamentals of coas.tal pollution.
topics will include ecosystem management concepts and·
concentrating on effects of pollution on marine life,
approaches, the evolution of ecosystem managemen~, and
monitoring methods, and interpretations of laboratory
what constitutes ecosystem health. Existing federal;
results. Dr, ~ldMcCorQUOdale, President of Spectrum
state and local coastal ecosystem management regimes
Ana_lytical Laboratories, Inc. and Adjunct Professor at
.will be critiqued through a review of case histories.
the Oceanographic Center, will provide instruction in
The last portion of the course will cover proven methods
lectures and laboratory.
and recoill!(~nded strategies for effective coastal
ecosystem management . Laura Geselbracht I Adjunct
. FIJNC'l'IONAL MORPHOLOGY r. PHYSIOLOGY OP' FISH (OCMB-6220)
Professor at the Oceanographic Center, will instruct.
():Jegins TUESDAY, September 28) - This is an introductory _
Ms .. Geselbracht has a Master's degree in Marine Affairs
course to the study of fishes. Topics will include: . a
from the University of Washington·and has been working
survey of the major groups of fishes, <::urrent systerr1in the field of coastal resource management for over
atics, anatomy, physiology, ecology, reproduction, and
behavior.
Underlying themes . will be:
functional
seven years.
morphology and the integration of the animal with its
environment. Dr, Richard Spieler, Center Associate
* Each class is for 3 credits or can be audited. Tuition
Professor, will instruct.
ASPECTS OPHARINB POLID'l'ICfi (CZM'l'-0790) (starts MONDAY,
September 27) - will be offered as an elective to both

KARINE BCOSYS'l'BMS (OCOR.;5602)

is $300/credit hour (50% less for audit)~ Classes
meet once per week from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at
the Oceanographic Center (unless otherwise noted).

(begins WEDNESDAY, Sep-

tember 29) ~ focuses on marine ec::ological processes and
functions.. The course is one of the four "Core"
requirements and is colil!lon to both specialties. An
overview of the basic concepts of marine ecology will
be provided along with more detailed elements of the
discipline including diversity of organisms, feeling
relationships, ecologkal roles, growth, and reproduct1ons.
Emphasis will be devoted. to coastal marine
c011111Unities. Center Associate Professor, Dr, cw:tis.
8umay will del,iver instru9tion (includes a class field
project).
. .,

.

.

-

.

.

\

. ** Registration ($25 fee) begins two weeks prior to the
start of classes and takes place at the Oceano. · graphic Center. For further information and .appUca·
tion procedures; pJease contact 'Qr. Dodge/Dr.
Burney/Ms. Pastor at the Nova University Oceanographic Center; 8000North.Ocean Drive, ..Oanla FL;
or call (305)920-1909 ...
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My Summer
. t7
V acatzon
Asa
child I remember waiting
anxiously for the school year
to end and for the summer to b y
begin. Every child liked to brag
to friends and other family members beforehand about the
AWESOME summer vacation which lie ahead after the
close of the school year.
When school resumed ·in August, teachers instructed
students to write the infamous essay, "How I Spent My
Summer Vacation." In most instances, this essay had to be
recited in front of the class to let new teachers and students
familiarize themselves with each other.
Every summer, towards the end of July and the beginning of August, my family and I would depart on our annual
vacation. It was exciting to travel to different states with my
parents and older brother because we always had so much
fun together.
Eventually, after some years, the family vacations came
to an end. My father began to work some extra hours to pay
for my brother's college tuition, my mother got boggled
down in housework, and my brother and I had to attend to
college and work.
However, this summer I did embark on a family trip,
though the family members were different. My mother, my
two aunts who replaced my Dad and brother, myself, and
my boyfriend. Our destination: Charleston, South Carolina.
I know it's not exotic like Paris or Germany, but the city of
Charleston was beautiful, interesting, and educational.
The architecture was amazing! I visited historic homes
and plantations which dated back to the eighteen hundreds
and even as early as the sixteen hundreds. The plantation
grounds, surrounded by beautiful gardens, were gorgeous!
However, though the houses did look like something out of
a movie, each had its quirks.
During my stay in Charleston I toured two plantations:
the Magnolia Plantation, and Boone Hall. Boone Hall is
famous because the mini-series "North and South" was
filmed on the plantation grounds. The house had a wide
wooden porch which supported large, black, wooden pillars.
The porch was where the ladies used to sit and wait for
their husbands to arrive home, or where the ladies, wearing
hoop skirts and petticoats, would be dropped off from
horse-drawn carriages. Also, located on the grounds were
small, brick cottages which housed large slave families who
had worked on the plantation during the days of slavery.
However, the Magnolia Plantation had its own attractions. Located here was an "informal garden," quoting the
brochure, but what I would phrase a "never-ending jungle."
There was no garden that I could discover except for the
rows of rose bushes in the front of the house. For at least
two hours I walked along a gravel path viewing nothing but

Froebel

A Charleston home.

~l/i_~r•a·::.~ ~v~fl
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overgrown bushes and ordinary plants I could look at for FREE at
Home Depot's Garden Center.
-~
·~
The house located on the Magnolia Plantation was gorgeous,
-•
. • . but the grounds did not do the house justice. Prior to embarking on
.d
~~
our journey through the gardens, my boyfriend and I decided to visit
Wiii
)
:~; ~...~ the petting zoo, an obvious tourist attraction, located off to the side
:;: of the house.
\,' ~
•
• . .•
After entering the gate to the zoo I was attacked by a "hungry,
1
~--"' • ~
hungry goat" (not a hippo) who attempted to eat the zipper off of my
·..
~ ;\.- Esp~it purse. Needless.to say, I threw down th~ corn kernels I had
.._.._
received from the machine, and made a run for 1t, the goat trying to
•JIP<:: escape out the gate after me.
:·\~)
While walking around the city, both in the afternoon and at night,
J to visit the city's attractions, I noticed how different the people of
· Charleston were compared to South Floridians. Everyone walking
on the street~, fishing along the ~ier, o_rwatering their gardens would
. stop and stnke-up a conversation w1tb passers-by. It was a nice
t' change of pace for complete strangers to be so friendly.
·d
I
t,ie
A woman who owned a beautiful home across the street from the
·
Charleston harbor, located on what was known as "The Battery,"
offered to take my boyfriend and I on a tourof her home. The woman ·~~r~
•\ :~• even invited us to come back again to see the home after it had been
-~
re-decorated! How many people in South Florida would, for any Q~
reason, willingly invite a stranger into his or her home?
The tourists, as well as the residents of Charleston, did not seem ~~
afr~id o_f h_aving t~eir purses snatc~ed, c_a~~ stolen, childr~n shot, or ~~,~
, being v1ct1ms of hit-and-runs. Tourists v1s1tmg South Flonda, on the • Q ~
: other hand; take a different outlook on vacationing in the Sunshine g._
. .._. State.
.~ ~
~hile_ ~~ a tour bus I had the opportunity to speak with two
~
tounsts v1s1tmg Charleston from Georgia. I mentioned I was from
'9.,* South Florida, and they in exchange told me of their frightening ~
:~,. .!
vacation in Miami. The older couple stated they had flown into Miami ;;;t .. ··
~ . International Airport and had rented a car. Leaving the airport the
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Orientation the Thirteenth
.

.

Tracy Froebe!
Orientation Announcer, for aH the
- - - - - - _ . . ; _ - ~ - - - , " - · "weenie" joke~. and the free adver··-. Where do you find hamburgers, tis1ng for Phi Alpha Delta.
music, mud~ and fun all in one place?
Whatproved to be the most exAt Nova University's FreshmanQri., citingand~hallengingeventwasthe
·· entation.
mud wrestling contest invented and
· Freshman Orientation at Nova refereed by Mike Manslietd~ Coordibegan back in 1980 when Nova · natorofRecreationalSports. Watch; opened it~ classroom doors tcithose ing the wrestling Was hysterical, but
pursuing an UndergradLJate degree. the· participaots 'wilFprobably need
Now, thirteen years later, the Uni- daystowashaUthepottingsoiloutof
varsity is ·stm providing orientation their hair.
1· neverknew potting soil. usedto
services to give new students an
opportunity.to socialize, ·and adjust furnish house plants with. needed
to Nova's collegelif.estyle. .
. nu_trients. could pro'(ide
catalyst
On Monday~ August 16, at5:30 · • forenteri~nfflenfJgdessyou.Jeam ·
p.m., Orientation for new students .something new .eveJ:YdayL
•
and. transfer students was underGerard Rose, President of Phi
way. Theturn-outwastremendous; Alpha Delta, cooked some mean
with fifty to sixty students attending hamburgers and ·hot dogs: with .the
the event, including Shepard Broad help of his three lovely assistants,
Law School students who had taken Margie Booker, Vicirf?resident, Ruth
a break from studying.·
. Ackerman,· MarshaU, and myself,

Hug Your Stairmaster...
...the Wellness Center
Is HereforYou·
The Wellness Center promotes
wellness and advocates healthy
lifestyle choices for the Nova com- .
munity. Wellness center services
include:

a

*
*

Health education programs
Health infonnation resource
center
Student· psychological counseling services
Physioian referrals
Student health and dental
insurance
Basic first aid, over-thecounter medications,
·
and condoms

*

~~"'~ ~

i g·. uess you learn something new everyday! i·:--~;-t
I

-in-"s-.H••-----A.-P.-e... -cs-tu__,.; :
dentHealthAdvocatesof Peer
1
~ii#,\1/l,,,,,
, . __ · .. · ...· . •
. .. .. .
·. _
. .
.
.
·
. · Education)!
Contact the *
. ·Fmtvrcts"11a'"" 1i\Htnmgti0Jtl.-;.~~·~:~,Q'c' ·""~!Jriess Center to apply:. call
. the events; which included a weenie tereda'shortageofhamburgerbuns,. (305) 475..;7os2.
··
toss, a grab bag race, a mud wres- everyone was in good spirits, and
· Don't forget .
. tling contest, a human wheelbarrow made due using hot dog buns.
to pie~ up a
THE WELLNESS CENTER
·
race, a tug of war, and, last butnot
Nearly every individual, includ- copy of the
LEO R GOODWIN, SR. HALL. ROOM #144
•
least,anapplebobbingcontest. But, in~ the Stud~nt l.ife· staff and the Wellness
(formerly University Hall)
let's notforgetthefoodl A barbecue officers of Phi Afpha Delta, left the C
t ,
thl I OFACE HOURS: Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 1
which included hamburgers, hot barbecueandfun-11-gamesknowing
en
y ILPHONE: (305) 475-7052 - - - - - - - _JI
dogs, soda, and chips was provided one or twp more individwlls~ .and news e er
by Student Life, and sponsored by commenting what a .fun time.tie or i-----------.,......,_---.,......,_----.,--;--~--'---'---.:___
J

.

·

·

· ·

.

. · ·

.

· . · ·. · · · ·

··

·· .

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,

I

I·

---------------------------'---I

Co~gratulations,· .Stephanie!
. Congr,ats t.o. Stephanie Castongua:y; in the
Student.Life Office, on her promotion to
Coordinator of Campus Programming!_
..
7'11,,.7C"' .
Z- ,
· .L·....,
zce g<,z,zg.,
.,::>eep,., -·

er~mfn

N.U.T.S. Theater Workshops are for Everybody

_ ·. :~l'J~(PA~re-~fonnatiOO regarding Phi
Thecontestsallowedthepartici- Alpha D ~ Tr.agy Froebe!
. pants to meet a variety of students in at ·452-1553 of Margie> Booker at
.
- .
· an Informal atmosphere before 452-1400.
. classes began.
For dates and times of future
· WNKR ~id an awesome job in campus activities, contact Carolyn
selecting the music for the event! I Pope~ President _of C.A.8., at 476·
especially enjoyed the "Chariots of 4871.
Fire• theme song blaring from the
Wanker van's speakers during the . Tracy F=roebel enjoys. tossing
races. A special thank you to Chris weenies, and of course, she wants
Mohall, WNKR Stati_on Manager/ YOU to_write forThe Knight..

I

Bari Grossman

.

·

· Have you ever wanted to learn more about theater and acting, but didn't have
the motivation o~the money to invest in Theater Workshops? Many ofus have, and
now N.U.T.S. is making it a whole lot more convenient!
Once a month, we are fortunate enough to have the President and Artistic
Director of the Theater Company of Plantation, Floren Lef~bvre, coming to Nova
University!
AUworkshopswillbeheldonthesecondflooroftheRosenthalStudentCenter
(RSC). Here are the tentative dates:
·
.S"1...2I:Ld..a.y- ,
.Si..irid..a.y-,
Si..irid..a.y- ,

.Se,pt.e,rnl::>e,rC>c::t. bl:::>e, r 1 7
:t-JC>-""-TE!rnl::>e, :i::7

:S"LJ.:n..c:l.a.y-,

De,c:::: e,:rnl::>e, r -

19

- ·6

s

S

6

p

2

p

.rn.
.rn.

-The exact description.of each workshop will be available soon. To sign up for .
t ~ W?rkshops, tllere is a single workshop registration fee of $5, or a group ·
registration fee (aU four workshops) of $10. · ·
. Compared to the average price of workshops in the overall community, tttis is
a great opportunity at a grl;Nlt price! ·
·.
·
'* Refreshments vvi/1 be served

...

~---~~-

-

- - · - ~ --·-
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Can a New Coach Bring
Nova a District Title?
Jeffrey Sponder
What do a new coach, six out of
seven returning starters, and a great
cast of recruits add to Nova's volleyball team? Hopefully, a District
Championship, and much more.
The Nova Lady Knights enter
their season under new leadership.
Pegie Moran takes over the controls
as head coach after working as an
assistant coach at Emory University

comradery and a good team atti- graduation.
The team this year
tude.
This year, as in the previous year, will be led by team capMargaret Vrabel will be the Lady tain Natalie Kramer,
Knights' assistant coach. She. con- who was named District and Confertributed four District Championships ence Player of the Year last season.
in her four year career at Nova, and She also received Nova's Scholar
hopes to lead this year's team to Athlete award in her junior year.
another championship. Wally
Other returners include junior
Nguyen will begin his second con- Denise Spomraft, who was second
secutive year as team manager in on the team last year with sixty serhopes of capturing that elusive Dis- vice aces. Junior Sarah Kowalski
has the ability to play several positions, and can give the team an
immediate boost. Thelma White is
in her second year after being named
Most Improved Player last year. She
trict Championship.
Nova University begins its ninth lead the team in both blocking and
season with an overall record of 11 0- solos in 1992.
74, and five District Championships.
Sophomore Leslie Romero starts
This year's roster includes six re- the season as the team setter after
turners and five new recruits. The Nova lost Lana Shatas, last year's
team's roster includes eleven te_am captain.
Leslie's court
women, which is the highest total in generalship' will be an important asNova University history. The Knights set to the team's success.
Finally, sophomore Annie
finished last season with a 16-14
record, and only lost one player to Palacio starts her second vear after

The team this year will be led by team captain Natalie Kramer.
last season. She will also serve as
the Head Coach for the women's
softball team in the team's inaugural
season in the spring of 1995.
Moran is currently a member of
the AVCA (American Volleyball
Coaches Association), the USVBA
(United States Volleyball Association), and is a certified USVBA regional official. Moran's coaching
philosophy focuses on teaching team

earning All Conference honors as a
freshman just a year ago. Her attributes include playing consistently
with an upbeat attitude and court
leadership.
This year's team includes five
newcomers, two freshmen, and three
college transfers. Susie Marti and
Jennifer St. Thomas both come to
Nova as National Champions from
Miami Dade Community College,
Wolfson Campus. Sophomore
Rashida Frazier transferred from .
LaSalle University in Pennsylvania.
The two freshman on the team include Mona Lai from Plantation, and
Vanessa Gutierrez from Miami.
Pegie Moran commented on the
mixture of returners and newcomers: "Team unity is very important as
far as I am concerned. Individuality
(Continued on Page _10)

-

Karen Smith's Job Post

i~

Are You in Need of A Job?
Could You use Some Extra l\foney?
Would You Like to Get Hands-on Experience in Your Field?
Do You Need Something to Do In Your Spare Time?
If you answered "YES" to any of these questions, then the Student Employment

Office can help. They have on- and off-campus positions available.

ON CAMPUS POSITIONS INCLUDE:
GRADUATE ASSISTANT
CLERICAL ASSISTANT at East Campus
OFFICE ASSISTANT
CLERICAL ASSISTANT

$6.00
$5.50
$6.00
$4.25

per
per
per
per

hour
hour
hour
hm.rr

OFF CAMPUS POSITIONS INCLUDE:
LEGAL INTERN
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
TEACHER AIDE

.. t

I

New voUeyba/1 coach Pegie Moran!

Ir l
~~~~ Elizabe:~~ i;ag es Apply Here

$9.00 per
$6. 00 per ~our
$6. 00 per

If you have any questions about any of these positions or others that
may be available, please contact Karen Smith in the Student Employment
Office, located in the Parker/Farquhar Building, Room 312, between the
hours of 8:30 am and 5:00 pm.

L

y~.~.. ; ~ ' . ~ : ~ : ~ ~

Two excellent employment opportunities are available for "qualified•
legal studies majors.
If you are interested, please contact Elizabeth Frazier in Student
Advising, Parker #300, for more information.
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N.U.T.S. Update Having Fun on Captive Island
(Continued from Page Two)

The Nova University Theatrical Society {N.U.T.S.) is proud to present:
to stick the incoming students on when
they have their little Disney trips, and
etc.
I'm probably going to catch hell for
this article, but I think it's important for
the Nova community to hear it. If we
don't say anything, it is likely to happen
again.
For the amount of money I pay this
school (where tuition rates increase,
and the money NEVER seems to improve the quality of education), I think
that we deserved to have decent buses!
Not some broken-down hunk of garbage so the school can save a couple
hundred dollars! When my high school
tooktripsto Disney, we had better buses!
After looking at the facial expressions many of us had after the first bus
situation, one of the "speakers," by the
name of Rob Armstrong, enlightened
us: "You guys shouldn't be mad at
Nova. This is a real treat. They're
paying $250 a night for the rooms here!
So be thankful!!!"
The declasse, white trash character
of this remark echoed with a sick thump
in my head. This clown was admonishing us to be THANKFUL, when he didn't
experience one iota of the miserable
gauntlet we had to run to Captiva.
No one from the staff disputed this
statement. Therefore, either it was true,
or they wanted everyone to think they
paid a lot of money for the rooms when
they didn't. Since the only people there
who could have kriown the truth didn't
dispute the fact, I took it as the truth, or
at least a close facsimile of the truth.

Cabaret '93 is going to be a night of choreographed dance, music, song,
and comedy acts!
Perhaps best of all, CABARET '93 will be completely subsidized by our
talented students and faculty!
Set in a "classy" environment, the stage will be bursting with entertainment!
All those who are interested in singing, dancing, acting, or joining the
production staff {a.k.a., those very important people that build those
precious sets we need), please join us for auditions.
Dancers need not prepare anything for auditions; just dress comfortably.
Singers may audition individually, or in a group. Please choose a song
that you would like to do if singing solo for the production.
However, we are alsoworking on songs for a group of singers to perform
throughout the production.
So either way, if you like to sing, come on out and give it a shot!
All you hams out there who are always making people laugh with your
sense of humor, we need YOU for the comedy segment of Cabaret '93!
Auditioners will need to prepare something to audition with that would
also somewhat resemble what you would like to do for the show. However,
we only need to see a small preview of the segment.
So come on out, and be a part of CABARET '93!

For any additional information, please contact
Bari Grossman, President
ofN.U.T.S., at
452-6336.

a1epdn ·s·.L·n·N

That Charleston Lifestyle
would have been the last to air, and
would have received only thirty seccouple made a wrong tum and got onds of air time. Just about the
lost
entire five o'clock news program in
After driving around for some South Florida is devoted to all the
time the couple finally found a police rapes, shootings, and robberies
officer, and indicated to the officer which would have occurred on the
that they were lost and were not streets of Miami or in Fort Lauderresidents of Florida The police offi- dale on any given day.
cer not only gave them directions,
The Charleston lifestyle was
but escorted the couple out of the completely distinct from that of South
neighborhood and pointed them in Florida. Charleston was a beautiful
the right direction towards their des- city and a great vacation spot. For
tination. After hearing this comment anyone interested in history or for
I was embarrassed to say that I was anyone who just has some time off
a South Floridian.
from work, visit Charleston, South
Lastly, while watching the news Carolina, if not for the architecture,
during my stay in Charleston, the for the friendly people.
most exciting occurrence, it seemed,
was Greenpeace's ship, the Rain- Tracy Froebe/ is the Associate Edibow Warrior, seeking permission to tor for The Knight, and encourages
dock at the Charleston harbor. In all those with a knack for writing to
South Florida, however, this news join The Knight staff.
(Continued from Page Seven)

I

What's the point of that statement?
I'll tell you. If Nova can foot the bill of
$250/night/per room for 32 rooms, then
they should certainly be able to provide
us with decent bus service! I, personally, find this a grotesque mismanagement of student/school funds!
My message to anyone planning an
upcoming trip, or anyone going on a
Student Life-sponsored trip is this: make
sure you find out what the travel accommodations are BEFORE signing up.

It is possible that this letter of consternation is directed at the wrong department. However, with the situation
that took place, I don't think that one
group should take all the blame.
Maybe ABM, or the Physical Plant,
was responsible for this mix-up. But for
it to happen TWICE was disgusting.
Let's suppose for a brief instant that
Student Life was powerless in this case.
However, the Director of Student
Life, Brad Williams, shouldconcern himself with the quality of things, because
he is responsible for the outcome. I trust
that Brad will do everything in his power
to make sure that this situation does
NOT repeat itself!
Kimber Sharp wonders why people call
her such a pessemist!

FUNrr A..sTICO!
The Olive Garden is celebrating
Summer Funtastico until
September 6th, 1993. If you hurry,
you can sample some of the
special menu items offered as part
of the promotion.

Getting the Players Going!
(Continued from Page 9)

will have to take a back seat both in
practices and during matches. The
returning players have welcomed the
new players and have even encouraged them. That will lay the foundation for a winning tradition.
"Getting the players and the program shooting for the goal of going
to the National Tournament. That's
ourpriority,"saidMoran. "Wecando
that by improving the technical skills
along with the overall conditioning
program. Over the next couple of
years we'll continue to improve the
strength of the training program during the season as well as in the off
season. We will also try to improve
our recruiting of new student-ath-

letes."
Moran, when asked how well the
team will do this year, responded, "It
is hard to say, not knowing how good
the competition is going to be. Even
though we have six returning players, there is a lot of hard work ahead
of us before the District Championships and the possibility of moving
on to the Regional Championships.
The team realizes its potential, but
also know they have to work hard to
maximize their individual talents."
Moran also stated, "Our ultimate
goal this year will be to peak at the
District 7 finals."
Good luck, and let's bring home
a District Championship to Nova!

Jeff Sponder is an answering machine.
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Come See the
Volunteer Fair!
When: Tuesday, September 14, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Where:
Rosenthal Student Center Cafeteria
Interested in volunteering some of your precious time in the community?
35 agencies from the South Florida area,
representing numerous volunteer opportunities
for you or your club/organization to take interest
in, will be in attendance at the Volunteer Fair!
Areas of volunteerism cover animals, to
needy children, to the elderly.
There will be something there for everyone!
Come out and support your community!

Re.member: all NCSGA funded clubs and
organizations are required to participate in two volunteer projects
throughout the year (one per semester), in order for you to meet the
community service requirement.
For further information and details, please contact Bari Grossrnan, Liaison for
Campus Volunteerism, at (305) 476-4871.

TY\~
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Nova's Adventure Towards
Understanding and Researching Earth

N.A.T.U.R.E~

Meeting Date:
Thursdays
Meeting Time:
6:30p.m.
Meeting Place: Science Annex, Classroom 6

lARJ

EVERYONE is encouraged and invited to join us at our meetings and activities. This is NOT
strictly for science majors· and is open to all areas of University life.
If you have any questions, suggestions, or comments, please contact via electronic mail either
President-David Nurbin <nurbind>, Vice President-Patricia Robinson <robinson>, SecretaryKatie Krause <krausek>, or Treasurer- Robin Sherman <sherr:nanr>.

T DENT LIFE EPTEMBER ALEN DAR (by Stephanie Castonguay)

September 10:
September 11:
September 12:

T.G.I.F., Rosenthal Student Center (RSC), 5·8 p.m.
Volleyball Tournament, Volleyball court, all day
Dolphins vs. Jets Football Game, Joe Robbie Stadium,
10 a.m.·6 p.m., meet at Rosenthal Student Center

September 14:

Volunteer Fair, Rosenthal Student Center Ca!eteria,
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
September 17·19:
Key West Get-a-way Weekend
September 19:
Theater Workshop, Mailman Hollywood Building,
6p.m. (second !loor Mailman Auditorium)
HOMECOMING WEEKEND!!!
September 30 •October 3:

Gwynn Invites You to Share ...
... in her Commuter Affair
Gwynn McDaniel

Uaison for Commuter Student Services
Congratulations new students! Welcome to Nova University! _
For those you who have
not had the opportunity to meet
me, unless it's a hurried chat
whilst I'm running around campus like a crazy woman, let me
introduce myself. I'm Gwynn
McDaniel, the Liaison for Commuter Student Services here at
Nova.
If you are a new student
and/or a commuter student, it
may please you to know that the Commuter Student Services
Program was designed with YOU in mind!
I'm sure many of you out there fit this category: your
classes are over for the day, or perhaps the week, and this
discretionary time is your reward.
So what are you doing to do with it?
At the least, college is a life-altering experience. It can
change you intellectually, spiritually, and even socially, as long
as you are open to the new challenges that await you.
Open yourself up to these new experiences, and I guarantee that your encounter here at Nova University will, no doubt,
be an exciting and rewarding one.
If you close yourself off, you run the risk of missing out on
what are deemed to be the most unique social encounters of
your life.
Don't fall into the trap of traveling to classes everyday, only
to return home to your "pre-collegiate life!" To do this is to
underestimate Nova, as well as yourself!
Nova University has so much to offer! Just some organizations that are available to all students are: the Academic
Support Center (helping students with any extra tutoring they

may need), various collegiate clubs
(Phi Alpha Delta (P.A.D.), Nova University Theatrical Society (N.U.T.S),
WNKR Radio Station, etc.), political
organizations (The Outsider's Society, Amnesty International, etc.), intramural sports (volleyball, bowling,
golf, basketball, etc.), campus
volunteerism (devoting some of your
time to working with children, .animals, the elderly and/or handicapped, etc.), Fraternities & Sororities (Delta Phi Epsilon, Phi Sigma
Sigma, Zeta Beta Tau, Theta Delta
Chi, and Sigma Alpha Mu), and, it
goes without saying, NUMEROUS
PARTIES!!!
The list is practically infinite!
So what's stopping you?! GET
INVOLVED NOW!
If you have any questions about
which programs are available here
at Nova, or if you're interested in a
particular organization or service,
please don't hesitate to contact me.
My office is located on the second floor of the Rosenthal Student
Center (RSC), or in the Student Life
Office downstairs (RSC). Otherwise,
you can phone me at (305) 4521400, or (305) 476-4871.
Keep in mind, I'm here for you!

Hope to see you sometime soon!

Gywoo

McDaniel

Liaison of Commuter
Affairs Student Services
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Leadership Confere nee

Personals
Wanted: Suck It Up Sanitation. Lori's
· Lost Her Toothbrush Again.
Thought for the Day from Big Bird on
Alligator Alley: "Who would really
walk 500 miles?"

Seeking strapping male talented enough to hook the
ring at the Lazy Flamingo'.
Scooby Doo looking for his own personal Shaggy. Direct your inquiries
·. to the Mystery Van in care of Thelma.
(Don't forget your bra and balloon).
Mission statement has been stolen from the Committee for Bus
Transportation. Reward iffound!!!

Queen IzzyB and King Fergie
looking for new jester. Dancers
need
not
inquire.
The Pleasure Bus of Brazil is
seeking elderly whip master

for a heated sequel. Must
enjoy bondage.
Committed and visionary student
leaders seeking dates for the Mucky
Duck. Must have reliable transportation and enjoy eating alligator
steaks and drinking hot apple cider.
News Flash: Decker last seen in
the company of a large, pretentious
dragonfly. Whereabouts unknown.

Lost: One Student Life football.
Last seen in the company of
swamp gators. Big reward if
retrieved. Insurance coverage
necessary.

Oil and water shortage
because of budget
cuts devastates Nova's
College Campus.
Please do your part
and conserve. This
'· applies to all
transportation
vehicles.

The Knight
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knight knuggets
High School Juniors Explore Responsibility as
Enterprise Ambassadors at Nova University
Forty-two high school juniors
from 30 Broward County high schools
explored American business practices through the Enterprise Ambassador Program at Nova University.
The six-yeaF-old program, administered by the School of Business and Entrepreneurship, was
designed to help high school students gain valu~ble leadership and
business skills, combined with a
sense of social responsibility. The
program also provides students with
a better understanding of our nation's
economic system.
Students from private and public
schools in Broward were interviewed
and selected by local chambers of
commerce.
"This program involves more than
250 people from the community,
schools, and chambers. We all have
the same goal-to teach the youth
about the free enterprise system
through the real world of business,"
said Pam Masters, the program's
director.
.
The year-long Enterprise Ambassadors Program includes
partnering students with mentors,
monthly seminars, a community service project, and participation in the
R. David Thomas Institute.
The intensive, week-long Institute kicked off the year for the stu-

dents in August. The students resided on Nova's campus and attended classes taught by an instructor from the American Management
Association's Operation Enterprise
program.
The AMA is the largest management training organization in the
world, and conducts more than 3,000
seminars annually that are aimed at
improving all levels of business operations.
The Institute covered topics such
as team-building, management,
communication skills, creativity, and
starting a business. To enhance
their classroom experience, students
were given the opportunity to apply
what they had learned in a business
game, which stimulates real-world
business experiences.
Throughout the subsequent year,
the students are then paired with
business mentors to be exposed to
the basics of operating a business.
Mentors are professionals from all of
the areas of business including lawyers, bankers, accountants, engineers, doctors, and retailers.
The School of Business and
Entrepreneurship of Nova University offers masters and doctoral programs that emphasize managerial
effectiveness, individual growth, and
development.

-.-he 1~-.-EFl~E-.Kim Dinkel

Education
Body of message:

Try out the new menu on Polaris!
It indudes a whole range of information from Internet files to help you
explore the animated ASCII films.
You can check it out at any time
by typing "menu• at your Polaris
prompt. For suggestions or comments, use the feedback option.
Here are a few Ustservs users
might be interested in subscribing to
(Taken from the book, Navigating
the Internet, by Gibbs and Smith):

Film and Television
Body of message:

listserv@vm.usc.edu
SUBSCRIBE newedu -1
listserv@ual vm
SUBSCRIBE screen -1
<firstname> <lastname>

listserv@tcsvm
SUBSCRIBE outworks
<firstname> <lastname>

Pen Pals
Body of message:

listserv@unccvm
SUBSCRIBE penpal -1
<firstname> <lastname>

Phll010phy

Body of message:

Brown is First Female
Vice President at Nova

Classes Start
This Month

Leslie Brown has been named
as the Acting Vice President of Development at Nova University.
Brown, a resident of Fort Lauderdale and the first woman to be
named a vice president at the University, is a 25-year veteran of fund
raising in the not-for-profit sector
working with education, health, and
social service organizations.
An active member of the community, Brown is vice president of
the National Society for Fund Raising Executives, a member of the
Planned Giving Council of Broward
County, the 1000+ Club of the American Cancer Society, the Humane
Society, the Fort Lauderdale Philharmonic Society, and the Gold
Coast Jazz Society.
She was also named one of the
"Ten Best Dressed Women of Style
and Substance" in 1990 by the Philharmonic Society.
Brown has a B.A. degree from
Hofstra University in Hempstead,
New York, and received the designation of Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) from the National
Society for Fund Raising Executives.
In her new position, Brown will
oversee the University's development efforts including capital
projects, endowments and alumni
affairs.

The School of Social and Systemic Studies of Nova University has
announced a new specialization to
its family therapy curriculum: the
Clinical Specialist Degree in Family
Systems Health Care. This program
is the first of its kind in the country to
be offered to trained family therapists.
The Clinical Specialist program
(C.S.) offers graduate training in family systems health care for family
therapists, social workers, counselors, nurses, psychologists, physicians, and other related professionals. Applicants should have a graduate or terminal degree in their field.
The two-year, part-time program
consists of an 11-course sequence,
including classes that are offered
during the weekends.
The purpose of the program is to
educate therapists to join with physicians and other health care professionals in providing holistic medical
care, and to train health care personnel to consider the family of persons in medical treatment.
In addition to course work, program faculty and staff provide clinical services in medical settings
through practicums and joint service
projects, as well as publish research
findings and clinical experiences.
"With the anticipated changes to
the State's health care system, the
Clinical Specialist program provides
an opportunity for health care professionals to specialize which will
make them more marketable,n said
Sherri Muchnick, Ph.D., Directorof
the Family Systems Medicine Program. 11An interdisciplinary, familyfocused health care system is the
wave of the future, and after three
years of development, we are delighted to offer the program this fall. 11
Classes forthe new Clinical Specialist [)agree begin in Septerr)ber.
For more information, call the School
of Social and Systemic Studies· at
(305) 424-5700.

C:,e>IIVl7

<firstname> <lastname>

Humor
Body of message:

I

listserv@vml.yorku.ca
SUBSCRIBE pbilosop
<firstname> <lastname>

Poetry
listserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu
SUBSCRIBE e-poetry
Body of message:
<firstname> <lastname>

SSSS Offers New
Graduate Program in
Family Systems
Health Care

Ll17c:ler

This is a small list. There are
millions of topics on the Internet.
Before subscribing to any of
these, remember that Listservs contribute a substantial amount to your
daily mail. Therefore, if you want to
subscribe, experiment with only one
at time until you find a suitable one.
If you subscribe to several
newsgroups at once, your mailbox
could become over1oaded. Keep
note of the Ustserv address, in case
you want to unsubscribe. If you have
questions about Listservs or need
any help, write to usemame •assisr.

The Knight_
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Nova Professors

:::~::;nail knight knuggets
Communication Book, . . , _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·, . . SigningPa,:ty,to be Stu.dent Employees! Here's How to.
Held at Boqk Store _ ·Fill Out Your New Time Sheet:
Anne Hearon Rambo, Ph.D., of Merril Grinblat

(Enter information in the descrip- .
. ti<>n spaces at the top of each
Effective September-1993, stucolumn, then d~rken the corredentemployeeswiHhaveanewtlme
·. spoodtrigcircies below. Make.
sheel to be processed by arroptical heavy black marl<s that completely
scanner.
· fill circle. Use No. 2 pencil only) _.
ltsdesignissimilartoourpresent
time sheet, l)owever, fora few items, - Figure hours by the nearest quarinformatton is entered at the tqp pt ter oniy:r· . .
.
-.:
each cotumr,, then corresponding
15 mNtutes =.25, 30 minutes = i(
Qlrctes are fo be darkened.
.·
.50,
and 45minutes =. 75 :~
Review the instructions on the - Originat signatures are required
back of the time sheet (see also :the · - Erase cteanly any marks you wish
printed example down below). ttyou . to change..
have any questions, ask your ~r- - Do not l,SSe white-out
visor or call the f>ayroll Oepampent - Avoid stray marks on fonn (front or
at extension #7611.
back) ·'
Your cooperation Is apprec•ted - DO NOT FOLD. OR MUTILATE
as Nova continues to use modern.
THE FORM!
technotogyandenh~servlces• . - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fort· La4derdale, •. •stant professor in Nova Unlv,tsity's family
. therapy program; Jnd Ronald J.
_ Chen~I, Pfl.D., ()f'.~tatiort, Dean
· of the School of Sodal anctSystemic ·
-- Studies at Nova,. ~erstty; along
with Anthony Healt:fh.D.f'director
. , ofthedivisionofbeffaviOrarsaences
at MacNeal HospttaJ, in the Chicago
area, have written•book which has
> been. publi$hed t,y:. W.W. Norton &
••..·-Company,. Inc. In ,... York.
Practiolng ~apy: EXcert:IIISS
for Growing 71Jer~designed
- · to teach improve~ :communication
;;, skills th~h lis_,ing for stories,
· _ enhancil)g. curiosity,.:and becoming
attuned tothe nu~ of fanguage.
. :; -._
WrittEmfora"•~of:farnily
0

! .

f~:8~-g

1)'1-_·· :·:

~l.,,.

~11'1mf:Yenv

. .- .

_:.{t· ·those simply inter~f(Un f~Jng

·
- ·
· ·
· ·their ~unl~;SklllS-lr't-daily .. Forpaymentontime,submitfooit ·

life

,,

to your supEHVisor punctually..:;: ·:

,

.The IIJ)k·ha.,~.,. ~ · t,y.

·Asepa,atetimes~isrequir'fl,:

.,,g..

.for.· ·.
.ftAII
._. the
-.. Behaifol'Scietkfil?tkiok
. . ,.-·.,. "-,- .
. ,_ ..,-.:: -.
-efub,
. as
,,..., .-.100. . · .•·
a.featuredmain ~ fotthe·falt. • COffiplet,i all fields accuratelY;, ·
· · The book's th"*;~ott (WILbe
so payment Is -r1ot delayed; ··
present !l~a. book· ~Ing party on • For the following Jtems:
_Thursday[$epte~l9,-tromsp.m.
_SoalSecurlty Number
::. _to 7 p.n~.fj1t tht:'~- lJi'tWetsity
PsyPerloclEnclng.EJ:kJaJtDstfi
Bool<sto~JrUhe ~O~al Bulking ·
Tot4J Hours for Week One -· (main en~ce>.::
·. CglfQ Av·
TO/Bl Hours for Week Two
Numbflr
..
:.
,
·

eac
- h .··.

<.

. :c:;~~;, ~Ril!Me ·
,

,if;:·

.>,:

·~·~; : _. .

••-

••

.~

'

t~l~j;-~;::~~·· '

__J

.,.,.

••

, Acqu~lid E11,.T_ience In Depanment of Defense··
Edwatdl.Jeblei1~et,.D.,h~beer( ogy,
.·_ named~nofU.,~rforCom_puter. and lnforJllatlon Sciences at
Nova
As Dean,~~ t,e,-pon-.
Sible .fo_r prograth$.: leading to
bachelor's~ 1'.118Stefs~ aoci doctoral
In
suqtl -~ptatef
sciel'l~, lnfonnatlon systems, infor-.
matiori science, computing technol-

Unive.stty~· .-\ .-

degrees are•
..

.

.

-

-'

training ~nd

learning,- and

.COfflt:)Uter.education.
Ueblein received a
and
an M._S. in Electrical Engineering.
from New York University.as well- ,
as a Ph.D. In Computer and lnfot·
matioA Sciences ftom the UnJver.:. -.
_slty of Pennsylvania.
. -.., - Ueb~ {U'ld bis wife, Sharon,
now --f8SlileJn- Plantauon.
Florida..

e.s.

.

AND TO HELP YOU START BACK fNSfi'L.E,. THEALL,NEW

WORDPERFECT·s.a:FoR·oos.
.. (OR RELEASE 5.2 FOR WiNDOWSJ-'i ~ .

_

_tt3Jlitr $99!'00l ($7?;o&FQft;'4Ac)C .· · ·
..••

I

· ..

•

.

•• . .

•

•.

·.·

'

·.·''

.;

,•

.

WOR~PERFECTrs THE ULTIMATEWAtTtNG TOQLFOR· ·•'
- -\/OUR.~MPUTER, AND 8:0 IS LOADEl>WITH-GREA1,NEW - '.
FEATUIJES, INCLUDING SPREADSHEET:& fAXCAPABIUTIES .. ·
BUT THIS-INCREDIBLE OFFER-IS ONLY GOOD FOR A·UMJTEO.
, TIME, SO HURRYJ..

_NOVA BOOKS:::AT .·:
NOVA UNIVERSITY
MAIN ENTRANCE (IN ROSENIHAL,IUILD. .) 47M750
MONDAY· FRIDAY 8:30 AM - 7 PM, SAT. JO AM - 2 PM

YOUR ON-CAMPIJS-800KS,Of/E & MO/IE!
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Wine-Tasting in Singapore:
Nova University's Center for
Hospitality Management is offering
a unique five-week series of semi. nars through its International Center
for Professional Development
. (ICPD),aprogramdesignedforwork-

Nova's Hospitality Management Seminars

ing individuals in the hospitality industry.
The seminars, which are two,
three, or five days in duration, are
being held November 8 through
December 10, 1993, at the Fort Lau-

derdale Marina Marriot. Participants
include hotel, cruise, travel, and food
service executives from around the
wortd.
"These seminars provide participants with infonnation that is both

current and industry relevant.• said
Donald A. Dermody, Dean of the
Center for Hospitality Management.
"'They also allow for international
networking opportunities and are
very much solution-oriented.•

Seminar courses are diverse
and include topics such as Discov-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~--~~~~~~~~~~~

Back To College With
Saving§ To Tlie
•
I
At Office
•
Over 6,000 school and of'f'ice products drastically discounted every day!

Brother
WP3410
Word
Processor

Save $279.96

• 12·, 20-line by

80-character amber
CRT display
•3.5"2401<8
floppy dsk drive
• Spreadsheet function
• On-screen help and puD down menus
•GrammarCheck®
Catalog List Price $579.95
012502522942

$29999

OliceMax Everyday Low Price

Save $35.01

Texas

~--·-·

Instruments
'.rI-81 Graphic
Calculator

P.!1!9!-11!
•••a•
•Pul-mwn """lay menus

!"!mi""""""
•Owr
~ functions
~cqq~'"'!
I
. graphi f
--·--

Ul'..Jt'

-C:,E':J[!JD
p;~i:q~p

• ntercave

•CJCJS.

•

IN~!
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Save $5.16
CasioFX-115
Solar Plus
Scientific
Calculator

CASIO.

• 154-scientific,
mathematical and
engneering funcitons
• Scientific calculator
worl<book included
Catalog Lisi Price $24.95
079767109325
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OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

Save 91¢
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Save $1.96
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3Pack
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Neatbook
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• Wireless
• College rule
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Catalog Lisi Price $4.35
043100064 787

OfficeMax Everyday i..- Price

Save 55°/o

(305) 476-1961.

Bainbridge Brings
on the Trains

• Poly material · ~ - - • Resists moisture
• Fashion colors
Catalog List Price $1.90
077711720619

ering American Wines, Special
Events Catering, Enhancing Profitabiity, and Global Marketing. The
courses are different in each of the
five-week series, enabling professionals to take as few or as many
as time permits.
An abbreviated version of the
seminarseries will beheld in March
1994, in Athens, Greece. Other
seminars are planned in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, for May 1994,
and in Singapore for 1995.
The CenterforHospita.lity Management at Nova University, which
offers the ICPD program, is midwaythrough its fifth year. A unique
institution, it serves onty individuals employed in the hospitality industry.
Most students are in management positions, maintaining professional employment while pursuing a bachelor of science qegree.
For more information on attending the seminars or for a copy
of the ICPD seminar catalog,
please call Gatherine Arthur at

99(S

Catalog Lisi Price $8.95
077914606208

Bainbridge Records, the CD
label that made possible Sonic

Meads-star 1 Subject•oteboolt $8.19

SCM 8 1 /8" z 11" Legal Pads •••••• $8.H

Paperm.ate 12 ct. Sharpwriter-•••$8.C9

043100062066

070630307091

041540303015

BIC S ct. Clic Stic Pen•••••• - ••••••••••• $1.99

J'abar-Caatell 4 ct. 'rutliner ·-····$3.9'7

Mead Wireleu l\Teatbook •••••••-·----780

070330908413

070530630695

043100056263

nounces new releases for Sep-

tember.

·

JlberbardJ'aber 10 Pk Pellcils •• - ••••690

J>uo-"rang Double Pocket Portfolio •• IS o

Dennfaon l" s-BJng Binder --·-·-·--780

070530136494

096809508250

073333679816

8 1/2 11 x 11" 20# WHITE BOND : SELF-SERVICE COPIES 4 ¢
PUB DBLIVBJlYwiUI. orders of $SO or more within our tradmg area. can: 1-800-688-6278
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Blvd.

7782
4
.~:;::,Rd~:~fl-95. . . . .
25-

Military Trail at Okeechobee Blvd.
2 Miles West of l-95. Near Kmart. ..689-8448

Also70ther
South Florida Locations

l'u: l-800-'1"17-4329
Store Hours: Sun 11 am-6pm • Mon-Fri 8am-9pm • Sat 9am-9pm
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CIC
-Savings is the Bottom Line!® Ill

Booms and Sonic Booms 2, anContinuing with a series of
acoustically sculpted train CDs,
•Mr. D's Machine/Interurban
Memories• and •sunday Only/
Thundering Sl<imtwil be released
September 17th. Both recordings

feature
detailed,
stereo
soundscapes of locomotives in
various environments.

WrleBainbridgeReooldslP.O.

Box 82481Van Nuys, CA 914098248, for more infonnalion.
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Bucking the Dynamic Ribbon Device
J
varieties provide opportunities for J
(Continued from front cover)

FRATS! SORORffiES!
tasteful variations in color schemes ~
STUDENT GROUPS 1
on the containers.
Chaos Iced Tea, distinguished
Raise as Much as You
from Arizona by coming in a cinnaWant In OM W«k!
mon spice flavor in addition to lemon
$100•••$600••• $1500!
Market Applications for the
and raspberry, gets this reviewer's
hottest credit card ever-vote for best design. A phantasmic
NEW CM MASTERCARD.
Usel'S eam BIG DISCOUNTS
synthesis of the Jetsons and the
on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE
50's zeitgeist of Tomorrowland driveT-SHIRT & '94 GMC JIMMY.
in burger joint neon Americana, the
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext 75.
old fallout shelter warning cartoon
psychedelia radiates from the imposing cans at first glance. Even the
fine print on the can is skewed, contributing to an appealing "chaotic"
look.
Jolt Cola, the celebrated 'beverage of choice" of computer programmers.
The psychological effect of all
Even though Stroh "hides" bethis unusual window-dressing is in- adult consumers. Raised in an envi-•
creased satisfaction for the con- ronment which places a price tag on hind their subsidiary Calamitea Bevsumer. The purchaser identifies fulfilment, this age group, armed with erage Company, the reasons seem
Raise as Much as You
personally with the product because a disposable income, overlooks the to be an economic decision based
Want In One Weeki
it's new and different, feeling unique fact that there's nothing new about on America's demonization of alco$1 oo ••• $600••• $1 aoo1
hol rather than the suspicious pracand bold since he or she is one of the iced tea or cola.
Market Applcoflons tor Citibank
on
the
constant
tice
of
generating
a
front
company
to
A
society
based
select few drinking it.
VISA, MCI, IEARI. AMOCO etc.
" ... Our target market, Genera- spending of money welcomes the distance the true profiteers from visColl 101 your FREI T·IHIRT and to
tion Xers, ... enjoy experiencing a new packaging of old standards. This ibility and responsibility. Consumquolty 101 FREI! TRII' to MTV
steady stream of new products." This is evident in the annual revising of ers in America's "dry" counties may
Sl'RING aREAK '9•.
Cal 1 ·ICJ0.9U-0621, ext. 61.
is a quote by the brand director of advertising campaigns for products be denied access to Chaos for the
new products for the Stroh Brewery that have remain unchanged for same fascist reasons the local gov- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - potables, and take a break from all
Company, the parent of the years.
ernments outlaw spirits.
this
stressful media brainwashing.
Calamitea Beverage Company, proChaos Iced Tea, Arizona Iced
Why not try a variety of Arizona
But
finding oneself hopelessly
ducers of Chaos Iced Tea. ·
Tea and Lemonade, and Jolt and Iced Tea instead of that innocuous
It's obvious the manufacturers Citra Cola were preceded by Lipton can of Upton? Arizona is produced entrenched in psychosexual Cola
are taking advantage of the mindset and Nestea, Country Time, Coke by Ferolito, Vultaggio & Sons, a "di- Wars and having watched countless
prevalent among teenage and young and Pepsi, Sprite and 7-Up, and vision" of the Hornell Brewing Com- hours of formative children's TV pro- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ many others, by pany, known for malt liquors and gramming laced with imperatives to
~
'!J
f decades. What specialty beers. The tropical flavor spend in order to be happy, one
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Arizona Iced Tea's fashionable product logo.

makes them ap-

more subtle .
Despite the
secret wish of the
megacorporations
that you ignore
the "dollar vote"
concept, it does
make a difference
to the corner store
whether you buy
the assembly-line
can of Nestea or
the painstakingly
attractive and
competitively
sized can of
Chaos.

The tropical flavor of Arizona iced Tea is the best I've ever tasted.
of iced tea is the best I've ever tasted,
and the lemon flavor is available in a
giant bottle which is so pretty you
don't want to throw it away.
Jolt is another case entirely. More
than simply a novelty based on extra
caffeine and sugar, the product is an
American countercultural symbol. Its
media image challenges the mainstream, health-nazi, and conformist
attitudes so detrimental and repugnant to intellectual malcontents and
similarly subculturally submerged
students of the media's con game.
Of course, the ideal would be not
to purchase any of these overpriced

might find it relieving to indulge 70¢
+ sales tax for a beverage experience brought to you from the little
guy in the suffocating marketplace
of conglomerate golems bearing Dynamic Ribbon Devices and addressing you in terms befitting a toddler
("You got the right one, baby"}.
It is remarkably cathartic to partake in the working class psychodrama of new, low-cost beverage
products!
Jason Domasky drinks Jolt Cola
when he programs his computer.so
it must be true!

